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Friends of St. Hugh’s Boat Club 
Newsletter – HT 2013 

 
 

Dearest Friends of SHBC, 
 

Picking up from where I left off at the end of the last newsletter (I believe it was 
flooding) the good news that met us at the start of Hilary was that we could once 
again reach our boat house- the bad news was that the majority of the term was red 
flag. As per usual we found our ways around this, beginning the term with a few 
lengthy bike rides and many, many ergs… (so many our webmaster calculated M1 
were producing enough power to boil water for 240 cups of coffee per week). We 
managed to get every morsel of water time we could, with a solitary amber day on the 
Isis resulting in back to back to back outings, rotating every senior rower we had to be 
able to get our novices out for some practice. 
 

Despite the disastrous weather, we managed to get in touch with a little boat club in 
Milton Keynes, who fortunately had a lake that was available. So one weekend, just 
before Torpids, we began our ‘TOP SECRET training day’. This involved ‘tideway 
style’ boating, unfortunately no-one owned any wellies, hence flip-flops or old 
trainers seemed to be the methods of choice- much to the discomfort of our feet.  
 

With some ‘top secret’ training under our belts, SHBC attacked Torpids with 3 men’s 
boats and 2 women’s. M3 put in a brave effort, but the little water time this term left 
them just outside the qualifying time for rowing on- with an extra couple of outings, 
they could have solidly made it. W2 managed to qualify 5th fastest, a great 
achievement reflecting on all the hard work and land training they put in. I’ll leave 
most of the details to the captains, but all things considering, I could not be more 
proud of how much effort everyone put in. M1 had a couple of fast crews behind them 
and just drew that short straw on the first day and got stuck as sandwich boat. They 
gave it everything they had, didn’t give up, but unfortunately that resolve wasn’t 
rewarded. W1 faced a similar fate, with many more experienced crews behind them (7 
of W1 only started rowing this year!) they still successful got the bump on St Hilda’s, 
so I hope they all remember how sweet that bump feels. M2 had a great campaign, 
going up 3 and just missing out on bumping up to Div IV. W2 had a similar campaign 
to W1, got that sweet bump on St Anthony’s, but had a foot plate failure one day 
which put them down a couple. 
 

All in all, what I saw and what I think we shall remember, is that reason we all got up 
at 6am to go rowing, not necessarily the outcome in the end of it, but we all love the 
sport. At the end of the day, how things go in Torpids and Eights is a bit of luck and 
experience, but nothing can take away that feeling of taking part in it all. Coupled 
with the experiences to come, hopefully we’ll see some more luck next time. 
 

Anyway that’s probably enough from me for another term, looking forward to seeing 
plenty of you at Summer VIII’s. Hope that the working world is well, I’ll be joining 
you there soon. 
 

All the best and hopefully see some of you soon,  
Thomas Griffiths – SHBC President of Boats 2012-2013 
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Captains’ Reports 
 
 

Women’s Rowing 
 
The start of Hilary term saw almost all of our novices, plus a few extra, returning to 
SHBC- a good turnout and great credit to the novice coaching in Michaelmas 2012. 
Our planned 'training camp' in 0th week was initially to be a week full of outings, but 
once again river levels thwarted our plans. Alas, it was a week of intensive and fun 
land sessions to shake off the cobwebs (and the Christmas turkey!). With water levels 
staying high throughout the term, this was a theme for the majority of our training this 
Hilary: Few outings, more ergs, and the uncertainty whether Torpids would happen at 
all.  

 

Fortunately, the enthusiasm for rowing (even 
erging) stayed amazingly high with this 
term's women's squad. I think in my time at 
SHBC I have never before seen that many 
rowers show up to circuits (record: 17!) and 
erg sessions. Our novices had to learn the 
basics of rowing on the ergs entirely, but 
they picked it up very well and we were 
confident that, should Torpids happen, we 
could put out two full women's boats. 
 

Having had a few outings at the beginning of 
term we decided to get the girls some racing 

experience and entered IWL C in 2nd week. Our boat came 14th out of 26 women's 
boats with a very respectable time - an amazing result given we had only had 3 water 
sessions and probably the heaviest cox on the river. This was a highlight for us and 
kept spirits high in the outing deprived weeks to come.  
 

Our next chance at rowing (and the 
first at all for our novices!) came on 
the weekend of 5th week. We had 
contacted Milton Keynes Rowing 
Club who, upon hearing the 
situation, kindly invited us to come 
over and use their club facilities. So 
the Saturday of 5th week saw a very 
excited W1, half of W2, and M1 
getting on a coach at 5.30am, going 

to Milton Keynes, rigging up two 
boats, and rowing for the first time in 
weeks on a small but quiet lake that most people don't even know exists. It was 
wonderful. Since the lake had very high water, boating was rather interesting - 
imagine 'Tideway style', but on a steep muddy lawn. Milton Keynes RC were 
incredibly nice and helpful, helping with spare parts, boating, and coaching. Both 
squads had a good three hours of rowing that day, and our novices had their first, if 
slightly intimidating, outing. They did well nevertheless and we were confident that, 
should we be able to get a few more outings in before Torpids, they could row their 
first race in Torpids.  
 

The women brave the cold in IWL C 

5th Week- Milton Keynes RC 
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From about the middle of 6th week the Oxford rowing community was confident that 
Torpids would actually go ahead (in some form), so as soon as it went blue flag the 
plan was laid out: get W2 to qualify in Rowing On and then have as many outings as 
possible before Torpids. W2 needed to be complemented by two former SHBC 
rowers, but went on to qualify as 5th fastest crew. This set the scene, W2 were to start 
on bung-line eight in division V, and W1 2nd in division III, having gone down a 
division the year before in an unfortunate chain bump. 
 

Wednesday of Torpids had 
both crews off with a rather 
rocky start. W1 were blown 
into the bank by a gust of 
wind just as the start gun 
went off, resulting in early 
bumps by Corpus and our 
archenemies Trinity. W2 
were bumped by Peter's 
W2. They had a rocky race, 
but it became clear that, 
when rowing in time and 

without crabs, they would 
actually be a very fast crew 

in division V. Their Thursday race was proof, with an over-bump on Anthony's II. W1 
had to concede early to a fast Wadham II, but kept their heads in the game and closed 
down on St Hilda's ahead of them from a double over-bump to about one length. This 
gave them the confidence that Hilda's were theirs to bump, as they did on Friday of 
Torpids. W2 however were less fortunate on that day. A crab during the start, a 
ripped-off footplate and a broken seat had them finding themselves in a tree within ten 
strokes, getting bumped by three crews, and being saved from more bumps by an 
(unrelated but fortunate) klaxon. On the last day of Torpids our W2 were bumped by 
Wadham but continued with a good race, staying several lengths clear of their 
pursuers, and W1 had an early battle with Linacre behind them who came close to 
half a length after the start. But by then several days of bumps experience had left 
their mark on W1, who kept their cool, and left Linacre behind by a glorious distance 
of six lengths. 
 

Lisa Moevius- Women’s Captain HT13 
 

Men’s Rowing 
M2/M3: 
This, I’m afraid, is yet another story about yet another term of disrupted water time. 
Because of high water levels, torrential rain, and the occasional tidal wave; training 
during Hilary term was severely curtailed for our M2 and M3 crews. Despite this, 
both crews showed their mettle coming into Torpids. 

 

M3 sadly did not qualify for bumps. However as a crew they showed good promise 
during their rowing on piece displaying a sound technical performance even though it 
did not go entirely to plan. Setting a solid time of 03:45.3 they were edged out by a 
field full of school’s boats.  

 

M2 started in division V and so were not required to row on. A relatively 
inexperienced crew lined up at their bung line on Wednesday surrounded by strong 
crews. Putting in a solid start they had a superior mid race pace to most of the crews 
around them and on each stroke were able to reel in Merton II by mid-gut who then 

W1 get ready to race 
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went on to bump Anne’s II. On the 
Thursday Green Templeton started one 
place behind, this normally being a 
death sentence for crews, GT’s having 
received seven bump blades last year. 
Our M2 put on a strong show of 
resistance, in the middle of the three-
boat scenario closing on Lincoln II 
ahead. Green Templeton were just a bit 
too strong and bumped by Falcon, with 
our crew continuing on unfazed to 
bump out on Lincoln just a couple of 

strokes later. As sandwich boat on the Friday and Saturday they happily left the rest of 
Div V behind putting in a very tidy row over to earn their right to row in Div IV, a 
right no St Hugh’s M2 has never achieved before. In Div IV on the Saturday they 
closed heavily on a fast starting Regent’s Park taking a boat length out of them but 
were unable to secure the bump whilst rowing through considerable chop from bung 
line 13. Through the campaign they put on really impressive performance bumping 
four times whist being bumped once. Raising our M2 to the highest position they have 
ever been. 

 

Gavin Suen- M2/M3 Captain HT13 
 

M1: 
Some might describe it as a yet again a very wet term, however I think the boys of M1 
found it to be particularly dry, being in the gym on the ergs almost every day. It sure 
has been an interesting term! We had a very nice Saturday morning at our super-secret 
training location with the best part of a lake to ourselves, many bike-rides and many, 
many ergs. This is obviously just the build up to the main event of the term - Torpids.  
 

With a lack of water time, M1 
turned up as prepared as they 
could be to the first day of 
Torpids eager and full of hope. 
Unfortunately luck was against 
us this time. A stiff breeze and 
being chased by crews who had 
been training elsewhere, away 
from the dreaded red flag, did 
not add up well for us. The second 
day (affectionately known as 
'today is the first day of torpids') went much better. The start was clean, and St. Peters 
were quickly pushed back multiple lengths before the gut, then to even more down 
Greenbanks, allowing M1 to bring the pace down and save some energy for rowing as 
sandwich boat. Unfortunately in the second race there was a chain bump in front, 
leaving nothing to for us to hit.  
 

Still as sandwich boat, Friday and Saturday were going to be tough. Being chased by 
ChCh II is no laughing matter. The race on Saturday was the closest I have ever 
rowed, with us holding them at 1/3 of a length (possibly even a canvas at some points) 
all the way down Boathouse Island and eventually over the finish line. Unfortunately 
we could not quite manage to bump back up into Div 2, but the campaign was a 
success. Everyone did amazingly well considering the lack of water time and all had 

The highest placed Hugh’s M2 crew to date. 

M1 finally get an outing at Milton Keynes RC 
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the dedication required to hop back on the erg, day after day, even when you are not 
sure if Torpids would run. I would like to say a big thank you to our coach, Alex 
Rhodes, for doing a great job this term and for keeping morale high with endless witty 
metaphors. I would also like to thank all the rowers, coxes, coaches and committee 
members for all your help over the year, and wish the new captains the very best of 
luck. 

 

Benedict Harrington- M1 Captain HT13 
 

Upcoming Events 
 
Summer Eights Regatta 2013 - Wednesday May 22nd- Saturday 25th May 2013 
 
It’s been great to see so much Alumni support at Torpids and Summer VIII’s in the 
past few years. This year we again invite you to join us for a week of bumps racing at 
Summer Eights Regatta. With excitement always guaranteed, we hope that this year 
you will join us to rekindle some old memories of your days in SHBC. 
 
Summer Eights Dinner– Saturday May 25th 2013 
 
SHBC invite you to join us for our traditional post-Eights celebration. For further 
details please contact our women’s social secretaries 
(shbcwomenssocialsec@hotmail.com). The evening will begin with a drinks reception 
from 7pm until 7.30pm in the main hall of St Hugh's College, before food is served. 
There will be 3 courses, with cheese and port served at the end of the meal. Please let 
us know if you are a vegetarian. Dress code is black tie or boat club blazers. Tickets 
will cost £10 for a non-drinking ticket and £15 for a drinking ticket (drinks reception, 
wine and port included). Payment should be by cheque (made out to St Hugh's Boat 
Club, and pidged/sent to Rachel Holmshaw, Philippa Keane or Thomas Bladon) or by 
cash, handed to any of the Social Secretaries.  
 
SHBC Alumni Outing- Saturday June 2nd 2013 
 
Following the success of last years Alumni outing this year we once again invite you 
to join us to get back in a boat. This is the perfect opportunity to remind yourself of 
the good times you had in SHBC. We will be able to provide coxes and bank-riders 
where required, and there will be refreshments provided. For more interest, or to 
RSVP please e-mail bethea.hanson-jones@st-hughs.ox.ac.uk. 
 
 
 
 
 
  


